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Introduction 

An ('xamination of r!!levam literature on the above subjel:\ reveals Ihatlit
tit attention hlu been givtn to the variables which may innuence the process 
of rClding by learners of English as a SC(;ond language (ESL). This is esprcially 
true with regard to research Involving learners at the intermediate and more 
advanced levels, I n this paper I argue that a possible explumuion for the dearth 
of rdevant roearch is that for a long time reading has h!!ld a low priority 
in the ESL classroom. Agard and Dunkel (1948) have made Ihe observation 
tllal from the very beginning stages of teaching EngliJih to non·nativ!! 5pt'akers, 
ESL specialists hav!! tended to concentratc on the studcnls' mastery atlh!! 
elementary levels of English whilst ignoring the serious problems confron· 
ting students at the higher le\'cls, Seliger (1972) has noted lhal teacher5 of 
English as a se£ond language seem to deal adequately with th.e m�hanical 
aspect.! of leaching the student to read. Howcver. they often negle£t to pve 
priority to thc abilit), 10 read well, I.e. with comprehension. 

When writing on lhe same �ubj('(t, Heaton {I 97S) has expressed concern 
over the facl lbllt efficient reading skills bad been pushed inlO the background 
becauS(' too much cmpha�is had �n given to the early $Ia8e5 of !Io('Ci:lnd 
language learning. Robinen (1978) has also rderred to the gentral lad, of 
research into the reading behaviour of 5t1:ond language learners. specifically 
those learning English as II second language. 

Rndint: and th" t,udio-lInltual approach 

In the mties and sixties reading was overshadowed by the audio-lingual 
approach in StCond language teaching and learning. First created by the Ar
my Spt1:ialiud Training Program (ASTP). the audio·lingual approach wilh 
its emphasis on oml skills was quickly introduced inlO second and fortign 
language classrooms The general feeling was thai if Ihe arm)' could be IUI:"
cessful in teaching foreign langullgc:o; to military perSonnel by emphasizinj! the 
spoken language. then teachenand educalor� dealing with non·native speakers 
of English should similarly C5tablish the oral skills before embarking on the 
teaching of reading. 

NOI surprisingly, applied linguists and 5e£ond language educators began 
to emphasin the importance of listening and speaking activities and students 
invariably were exposed to intensive sentcnce patlern drills . The usefulness 
and relevance of the audlo·llngua] approach to �CI,:oml ami rOn:itllllall�uatl..., 
classroom situations were hardly ever questioned. In so far as reading was 
concerned. it was considered a skill tomplementary to speaking and liSlen
ing. Reading continued to be neglected even when the shortcomings of auclio
lingually oriented programmes became obvious, i.e. when the pattcrn drills 
were found 10 be ineffective for communication outside the daJi$rQOm. 

Innuenced by both Bloomfieldian Structural lingUIstics and Skinnerian 
opemnt conditioning, a number of the early advocates of the audio-lingual 
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approach to second language learning widely supported the notion that 
language is a habitual verbal behaviour best acquired through oral practice 
Not only was there this emphasis on speaking but the general view was also 
that it was necessary [0 separate the auraJ-oral skills from reading and writing 
because the written form of the language was assumed to be responsible for 
the intrusion of errors into pronunciation, structure and consequently, into 
understanding. For example, Brooks (1964) maintained that it was not likely 
that good language would result from the heterogenous mixture of the four 
language skills Similarly, convinced of the usefulness of a behavioural or 
a response-oriented learning theory, SCOlt (1966) went so far as to suggest 
that the teaching of reading should be based on habit formation in order that 
responses to the stimuli be automatic. 

The key point to be made is that interest in second language reading is 
relatively recent. It can be traced back: to the time when more and more of 
those directly involved with second language pedagogy reacted rather strong
ly against the audio-lingual approach. At this time too, cognitive psychology, 
transformational grammar and psychoJinguistics began to gain widespread 
acceptance, prompting revisions or rejection of the audio-lingual principles 
in second language learning. 

A developing inlerest in second language reading 

Following the shift in emphasis. a large number of researchers and practi
tioners who were more supportive of cognitively-oriented theories of learn
ing, began to observe, and rightly so, that the teaching of reading to second 
language learners had not increased in proportion to the demand for it. Op
posed to the notion that reading is a passive skill involving merely a graphic 
decoding/encoding process, they have stressed the fact that how second 
language learners comprehend text should be of broad and vital concern. 

Sharing (he same view that the audio-lingual methods are limited in more 
ways than one, Norris (1970) even made the claim that the wrillen language 
had been put aside almost to the point of becoming extinct in second language 
classes. He added that, 'Some students never seem to be taught to read English 
at all' (p. 18). Commeming on the same subject, Lapp and Flood (1978) main
tained thai second language teachers have tended to place too much emphasis 
on the learning of formal rules about language as well as the memorization 
of individual lexical items without the benefit of context. Other than the above 
cited writers. many others have also referred to the past emphasis on audio
lingual methods in second language pedagogy, claiming that those methods 
have resulted in more work being done on the learners' facility with spoken 
language rather than their ability 10 comprehend wrillen materials (Paulston 
and Bruder, 1976; Saville-Troike, 1973; Eskey, 1979). Saville-Troike (1973), 
for example, has argued that the teaching of reading should not wait until 
the student ha. developed a high level of proficiency in speaking the language, 
thus suggesting that the development of aural-oral skills does not necessarily 
contribute to improved performance in the ability to comprehend what is read. 

For the same reason mentioned above, both Eskey (1979) and Paulston and 
Bruder (1976) maintain that although it is easier to teach someone to read 
a language he can speak, especially for learners who already know a good 
deal of English, reading may be the most important skill to master. Without 
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denying what is already obvious, i.e that the rour basic language skills tradi
tionally characterized as Hstening, speaking, reading and writ ing are in
terdependent, Eskey (1979) has proposed that writ!en material should be made 
more appropriate to the needs or the non-na l ive students and should not be 
limited or determined by their aural-oral abilities or needs. A point lO be noted, 
however, is that Eskey (1979) in h is model programme ror teaching reading, 

has made it clear that whilst he emphasizes the need to view reading as im
portant For its own sake, this does nOt nece sarily preclude the need to develop 

the aural-oral skills. 

Writing in connection with reading instruction and the fact that it should 
be meaning oriented, Hatch (1974) made the assert ion that in the case or ad

vanced readers 

'while word recognition is important, one should not wasle time on visual percep
tion sineI'! lhis is a skill students possess al Ihis level. Instead, once basic skills 
in reading are acquired, we shouid relax our emphasis on recognition or small 
unils and concentrate on the larger process' (p. 18). 

Recent studies in Ihe area or ESL reading 

Included among some of the more recent contributors to the field of se
cond language reading are Cowan (1976), Clarke and Silberstein (1977), Rigg 

(I 977a, 197'lb), Cziko (1978, 1980), Clarke (1979), Ulijn (1980), Flick and 
Anderson (1980), Elley (1981), Deemer (1978), Groebel (1980), Hudson (1982), 
Johnson (1981, 1982), Carrell (19830) and Carrell and Wallace (1983). 

Although most of the work underlaken by them are exploratOry in nature, 
they warrant close auention because they provide some useful insights and 
perspectives into second language learr.ing in general and into reading com
prehension in particular Unlike the writers before them who have sometimes 
based their assumptions on mere observations, several of this latter group 

or researchers have been actively engaged in research and have been able to 

provide some userul empirical evidence. Generally speaking, they have attemp
ted to examine the difTerences and sin�ilarjtie5 between learning to read one's 
native language and learning to read a second or a roreign language (Cziko, 

1978, 1980; Ulijn. 1980). Based on a comparison or the resu!lS or both native 
and non-native groups of readers, t hey have concluded that the second 
language reading process is basically similar to native language reading in that 
both natives and non-natives use all Ihree cue systems in the text, i.e • the 
graphonic, the synt actic and the semantic. They maintain that an important 
distinction belween the two kinds of reading centres around the use of the 
semantic level information in the (ex! 

Many or tt�e studies mentioned above have not directly examined how cer
tain variables may influence second language reading comprehension perfor

mance. Instead they seem to be confined to examining whether a psychol
inguistic perspective of LI reading can be used to explain the L2 reading pro
cess. For example, rrom the resulls or his Study, Cziko (1978) has concluded 

lhat despite some basic sim.ilarities, Ihere are significant diFferences in the way 
native and non-native readers comprehend lext. He found that when reading 

silently a text written in the non-nalive language, the reader typically cannot 
make full use of the semantic level cues in the text Especially when compared 



to the native rClldtrs, the non-natives have been found to direct proportionately 
more anention to syntactic and graphonic information and considerably I�s� 
attention to the meaning in the pas�age. The performance of the more ad
vanced non-native rcaden>, however, �cem 10 closely approximate the perfor
mance of the natives. 

I n many respects, a reeem study by Cziko {l980j is similar to the one men
tioned above. Only the nature of the experimental task was different. While 
in the earlier study 5ubjeets weTe required to silently read comprehension 
passages, the later study involved oral reading. From this second experiment, 
Cziko, again. found that the non-native subjects differed in their measured 
comprehension perfonnOlnee from the native speakers of French, the �econU 
language lcarner� wilh a higher level of competence in French scoring higher 
than those at the ill1ermediate level. Why the lasl group of reader> was less 
successful is nOI difficult to understand considering that their competence in 
the target language is not the same as thaI of the firM and second group of 
readers. 

From both hili experiments, C7jko has produced evidtno; that native Freneh
speaking students as well as second Janguagt learners with a high level of com
petence in French have the ability to process lext in a top-<lown manner As 
mentioned by Cliko (1980), this category or readers arc able to draw on both 
graphic and contextual information when reading. By eOll\Ta�t. beginning and 
inttrmediate level studr::nts learning French a.� a second language, stem to use 
:1 bouom-up strategy a� indicated by their heavy reliance on graphic 
information. 

To summarize, then, Cziko (1978) has made it explicit that the difference 
in the performance of different proficiency groups of non-native rcaden is 
more with rcspect to the ability to usc Ihe semantic and discourse constraints 
than the ability to usc the syntactic element�. He bas Shown that when reading 
anomalou� teXiS, both the advanced second language learners of French (lml 
nalive speakers of french s.cored significantly higher than the lower level 
learners. On tile other hand, all subjcc�, regardless of their proficien..:y level. 
seem to be able to make good use of the syntactic elements. 

Similar to Cziko. several Olhcr investigators have sought to examine whether 
native speakers of English and subjects whose native laJlguage is not English 
employ similar psyeholinguistic urategies in reading. for example. based on 
the results of his investigations, Clarkc ! 1979) has pointed out that although 
assumptions about the unitary nature of Ihe reading prOC�5S or what he refer
r�d to as 'reading universals' (those asp�cts of the reading process that arc 
not affected by the particular language being lcarned) may be justified. the 
role of languag� proficiency may be more crucial to L2 reading than 1.1 
reading. Ulijn (1980 tahs a similar position, that is, the level of proficienq' 
in the targct languag� determines the extent to which the text is comprehend_ 
ed. He has asserted that undeniably there l:Ire certain similarities between L I 
and L2 reauinll but the latter is Irss of a psycholinguistic guessing game because 
the reader is hindered by an imperrect knowledge of the target language. 

What tun been impilcd by lnijn (1980) i5 thaI a psycholinguistie model of 
reading secn a\ II pr0ct'5S involving the ability to derive meaning rrom II printed 
ttxt IhrOUgh lhe simultaneous use of graphophonic, syntactic and semantic 
informatIon (Goodman. 1970. 1973) is not really adequate to des.cribe the pro-
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cess of second-language reading. While we can assume tha£ native readers know 
the grammar of the language and can draw upon this knowledge in their 
reading, the non-native language reader is seriously handicapped. He will be 
less equipped to make the series of guesses from the various 'cue systems' 
existing in written language that is required in reading. 

Also, arising ou[ of research in this area, Macnamara (1970) has made the 
claim that bilinguals if given similar problem-solving tasks in their weaker 
and stronger languages would be able to perfonn the operations described in 
the native language texts but not in the foreign language texts. On the basis 
of his findings, he has concluded that in their weaker language. subjects have 
to concentrate on visual or syntactic information in the text at the expense 
of full semantic comprehension. Oller (1972) has also supported the view that 
non-native readers of a language process text differently from native readers. 
This processing difference, according to him, seems to be directly related to 
the limited ability of the non-natives to utilize the contextual constraims in 
the text. In this study. he compared the eye movements of native speakers 
of English with those of readers who have a native language other than English 
and has attributed the more frequent and longer fixations of the non-native 
subjects to their need to concentrate on the low level cue system in the text. 

A review of the literature on second language reading reveals that there 
is little research examining whether Ll reading skills or abilities are transferable 
to L2 reading. There are, however, those who suggest, more or less cautious
Iy, that there is a transfer of reading skills between languages (Deemer, 1978; 
Clarke, 1979). The argument is based on the assumption that reading involves 
some basic skills that can be used in any language. Based on the resuits of 
a preliminary study, Deemer (1978) has supported the position that there ex
ists a general reading skill which is transferable to Lhe new language being 
learned. Though the results of his study are not strongly conclusive, in the 
sense that in the second part it involved only two subjects, Clarke (1979) found 
that good LI readers were also good L2 readers. What is important to note 
is that the work done by these psycholinguists has provided new directions 
for approaching and understanding the second language reading process. 

In the study undertaken by Groebel (1980), native speakers of Hebrew and 
native speakers of other languages who were also university students in Israel 
read three texis written in English. Each of the texts had five multiple-choice 
questions designed to test reading skills such as finding the main ideas, fin
ding supporting information, making inferences, drawing conclusions, 
recognizing the writer's tone and attitude and applying ideas found in the text 
Groebel (1980) found that the correlalion between comprehension in Hebrew 
and comprehension in English was statistically significant. From this, the in
vestigator has concluded that reading skills in the native language constitute 
a source of possible transfer to second language reading. Interestingly, she 
also noted that the scores in English were lower for the non-native speakers 
of Hebrew who were mainly of Arabic and Russian decent. This, according 
10 Groebel, raises the possibility that unknown factors may be involved. One 
such factor may well be that of the effecls of disparate systems of orthography 

Prior knowledge in second language reading comprehension 

Compared to the extensive investigations into the role of prior knowledge 
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in the comprehension of tC>..t by nativ(..' speakers of English . there is relalivel�' 

little research examining the effecls of the same variable in �ecolld language 

reading comprehensioll. The study conducted by Hudson (1982) has made 
a very significant contribution to the field of second language reading . Hud· 
son has init iated an examination into Ihe role of prior knowledge, spedficul

I y illlo the question of schema activation and its effeci on the comprehension 
of t ext by second language learners. Hudson (1982) 5cem� to have widened 

research possibil ities in an area \l,ihich previou�ly had been virtually unexplored. 
Nevertheless, it mUSt be poimcd Ollt that despite this extension in research. 

allhe present limE", what facts are known about Ihe nature of prior knowledge 
and ils role as a kC) variabk in 'he process of second lang uage reading is still 
so limited and fr;:tgmelHary that no easy generalizations are possible . 

The underlying premise of the study by Hud'ion (1982) i.� that prior 

knowledge can affect reading comprehensioJl in English as a second language. 
In the study. three groups of subjects with varying levels of proficiency in 
I he second language lead p�lssages afler lhey had received different forms of 

illicrvenllOll , aU designed \0 directly involo...e a schema. The first rorm of in· 
tCfvcntlQIl was Ihal of requiring �lIbjects to read the passage, lake a test , reread 

the passage and then take the rest again. The second form was that of pro· 
viding subjects wilh relevalll vocabulary or \\'01'<1 meanings prior 10 reading 

and b<"ing teSled In the third method. subjects were shown picillres related 

to Ihe general topic of Ihc passage and then askt'd to make predictions about 
Ihe COlllent 

Hudson f ound a highly significant effect for type or form of inrervelHion. 
While the pre-r eading treatmcnt was more effective at the beginning and in· 

tcrmediatc lc\cls. readers at a more advanced level seemed to benefit mosl 
from the Read-Test/Rcad-Test proc..:dure. From this, Hudson has justifiably 
concluded tllal the morc advanced ESL learners depend less on schema which 

i� invoked directly Hudson added that {his is because they have morc facile 

or robust networks into which meanings may be filled . They appear to be 
able 10 self-reconcile through thc {ext more effectively. In other words. \ ... ·hcn 

compared to the lower level readers, the more advanced readers seem 10 be 
iiblc 10 lHilize contextual information when a ttempting 10 organite material 
while reading . 

To Sl<ile briefly again . among the ilTllXlrtam findings of the study lIllder· 

taken by Hudson (! 982) w as the 011(' that �taled thaI Ibe effcct of interven
lion in terms of priol knowledge s(:cfTlccI to be more strongly evidcnt among 
ESL readers who werc ill the beginning and intermediate levels compared 

to Ihose at I he more advanced levels. I f the more advanced L2 readers were 

able to 'self-reconcile' through lhe text, 'ho�e at the beginning and intermediate 
levels were nor ab le 10 do so. Apparently. this lauer group of readers have 

1O rely much mor� on improved and induced reading strategies designed to 
i ll\ okc a particular schema. Since this is the case, Hudsoll has argued that 

what he has referred to as 'externally-induced st'hcmalat can in fact override 

language proficiency as a factor in comprehemion. !-:Ie has al�o stressed thc 

facllhal Ihe language proficiency of Ihe L2lcarners may be only one deler

minarll of I ead lllg comprehension The Other. prior knowledge r elalcd to the 

conleill of Ihe pa!)sagc, may be an equally important variable influencing how 

L2 learners comprehend texl. 
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Another study which has shed some light on the role of prior knowledge 
in ESL reading comprehension is that undertaken by Johnson (1981) The 
investigator has shown that the cultural origin of the text itself had more ef
fect on comprehension than the level of syntactic complexity of both adapted 
and simplified passages. Stated in another way, the major finding was that 
when the subjects have relevant prior knowledge, in the sense that the cull ural 
origin of the text is native to them, they were able lO overcome the language 
difficulty of the passages On the basis of such a finding, Johnson (1981) 
has stressed the need to consider the non�textual elements in L2 reading 

A more recent study by Johnson (1982) examined the effects of both 
familiarity with the content of the informational input and direct instruction 
in dealing with related vocabulary Subjects were found to be able to recall 
more information as well as make more correct inferences from sections of 
the passage which contained familiar material in comparison lO sections con
taining unfamiliar material. Interestingly, however, exposure to meanings of 
preselected vocabulary words as found in the selections, did nOt seem to af 
feet the comprehension of ESL readers. From the evidence provided by 
Johnson, it can be aptly summarized, that in the case of ESL readers, familiari
ty with the cultural context of a reading selection provides useful informa
tion necessary for a more accurate interpretation of text. 

Carrell (1981) found that there were statistically significant differences in 
the comprehension ratings of Japanese and Chinese subjects when reading 
native, Eruropean or American Indian culture stories. Together with data from 
an earlier experiment, Carrell has concluded that the cultural origin of the 
story may influence the comprehension and recall of text by ESL readers. 

More recent studies in the area, undertaken by Carrell (1983a) and Carrell 
and Wallace (1983), have found no significant effects of prior or background 
knowledge in ESL subjects' reading comprehension. Contrary to expectations, 
the study found that among subjects whose native language is not English, 
the understanding and recalling of a text is not dependent on prior knowledge 
Unfortunately, in both studies, the authors have offered very lillie in the way 
of a theoretical explanation for their findings 

This divergence between the findings of the studies underraken by Hudson 
(1982) and Johnson (1981, 1982), and the studies done by Carrell and associates 
mentioned above is highly significant The findings are also in sharp contrast 
to readers' comprehension performance in Carrell's eartier studies (198Ia, 
J981b) already mentioned, as well as those which have involved both native 
and non-native speakers of English (Steffensen, J oag-Dev and Anderson 1979) 

Given these contradictory findings, there is a clear need for more research 
evidence to support a schema-theorelic view of second language reading in 
which prior knowledge is seen as a powerful variable influencing reading com
prehension performance. In the studies by Carrell (1983a) and Carrell and 
Wallace (1983), the way prior knowledge has been assessed is questionable at 
best. Their exclusive reliance on the use of Bransfor and Johnson's (1972) 
vague and ambiguous passages such as 'Washing Clothes' and 'Balloon 
Serenade' may have confounded the results To all intents and purposes, the 
'Washing Clothes' passage, deemed as familiar material remained incom
prehensible to the subjects in the study simply because of its extreme ambiguity 
There is also the remote possibility that there are cultural differences in the 
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>e<:mi,ngly simple task of washing clothes. 
It is highly probable that the pa�sages used were not anywhere ncar the ex

tremes of a familiarity-unfamiliarity continuum. One serlou.lolimit8lion of the 
�lmJ)' undertaken by Carrel (I9SJa) had to do with the !reating of che familiari
ty variabk as .:.hchotomous, no! continuous. Another limitation arises from 
the U5e of material of contrived ambiguity: the findings may not be 
gem:ralia.ble to instructional materials normally used in classroom seUings_ 

If more 'natural' texts had been used the author would have been able to con
tributc more significantly to our understanding of the s�ond language reading 
pmccs&. 

AIS() 10 be noted is that a wrilten recall procedure as  used by Carrdl and 
Wallace (1983) may not be the most appropriate mea�ure of rcading �om
prehension perl'ormanee of non-nalive subjects. It is possible that the sub
jeclS' limiteU wrjlten production "kills in English may have affected com
prehension performance. A.s has already been found over and over again. ESI. 
learners' receptive language com�tence is far in advance of their produc
tion ability (Goodman, 1978). From the foregoing discussion, il can be con
cluded thai given Ihe limililliort5 in the de;ign, Carrell (1983b) Ilnd Carr�1I 
and Wallace (1983) have nO! been able to focus satisfactorily on the effl:Ct.\ 
of prior knowledwe in ESL subjects' reading wmprehension performance. 

Summlry 

This paper has attempted to review a number of research studic� which have 
examined various aspect.� of sa:ond language reading. 'rhe focu� has mainly 
been on Ihe research intern;ts of thOSt: who are coocerned with pOlential ex
plamltory variables which may explain how ESL learners comprehend tex
t ual material written in English, the target language. The review reveals that 
more allention needs to be dirccted towards the specific role of prior 
knowledge. A beller understanding vf Ihe role of I)fior knowledge, in addi
tion to olher variables, can offer useful insights to teachers nnd educaTors 
as to what comljtutes difficulty in comprehending English teJlts by non-native 
speakers of The iangualle. 
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